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The Negroid or dark skinned race can be divided into two groups:

a) The Congoid with woolly hair,  
b) The Australoid with long straight hair.

The uncoloured areas of the world are devoid of human occupation.
Bassou: The Bible, Science and Race

By

K. R. McKilliam B.A.

The Author of this book has no intention of vilifying or condemning any other race or racial mixture. The sole purpose or this book is to make aware to the white race that they are under attack from a race of mixed breeds who hate them and are determined to wipe them out (Psalm 83:4). This book is to give the White Adamic race the knowledge so that they may protect themselves from utter extinction which has happened to other creatures.

Benjamin Disraeli wrote in *The Life of Lord George Bentinck*:-

““The political equality of a particular race is a matter of municipal arrangement and depends entirely on political circumstances; but the natural equality of man now in vogue, and taking the form of cosmopolitan fraternity, is a principle which, were it possible to bring about, would deteriorate the great races and destroy the genius of the world. What would be the consequences on the great Anglo-Saxon republic, for example, were its citizens to secede from their sound principle of reserve and intermingle with their Negro and coloured population? In the course or time they would become so deteriorated that their states would probably be re-conquered and regained by the aborigines whom they had expelled, and who would be their superiors. But though nature will never ultimately permit this theory of natural equality to be practiced, the preaching of this dogma has already caused much mischief, and will cause much more. The native tendency or the Jewish race, who are justly proud of their blood, is against the doctrine of the equality of Man.”

**MAN-APE HYBRID?**

Bassou Lives in the Valley of Dades, near the town of Skoura, in Morocco. He sleeps in trees there and subsists on dates, berries and insects. He wears no clothes (although he was persuaded to don a burlap
for the photograph which appears in this book). He uses no tools and
speaks only in grunts.

The local Berbers have been aware of Bassou's presence for at least the
past 25 years but they shun him in superstitious fear and have been unable
to give any clue as to his origin. Western Scientists have also been aware
of Bassou for a number of years, but for the most part they too shun him
in superstitious fear, for Bassou's existence raises some very troubling
questions for the true believer in the T.V. religion of human equality. It
has been hard enough for them to try and fit blacks and whites together
into that scheme without having to worry about Bassou.

What is Bassou? No one really knows. He displays both ape-like and
man-like characteristics. Those who have studied him however have been
reluctant to accept the suggestion that he is the product of a mating
between a human being -- Negro or Berber -- with an anthropoid ape, all
three of which Morocco has in abundance.

Yet Bassou is clearly something special, and not just a deformed human
being, with arms so long his fingers hang below his knees when he stands
upright: with massive bony ridges above his eyes and a sharply receding
forehead; with jaws and chin and cheekbones all pronounced ape-like
characteristics; he is a true ape-man.

There have been rumours for centuries -- ever since Africa was opened
for European exploration -- of apes raiding villages and mating with
Negro women - thus the King Kong legend. Scientists have never been
able to confirm these rumours, and it has been assumed if such matings
did occasionally take place there would be no offspring.

But there has never been a scientific effort -- largely for religious reasons
-- actually to determine whether a union between some human sub-
species -- a Negro, say, and some species of ape, might be fertile.
Numerous other examples of inter-specific matings which yield hybrid
offspring are known. The mule is a cross between a horse and a donkey,
and a liger is a cross between a lion and a tiger, for example.
If Bassou is indeed such a hybrid -- and no other plausible explanation for him has yet been brought forward -- then his existence throws a real monkey wrench into the neo-liberal theory of the separateness of man from the rest of nature. It forces us to face the continuity of Nature's hierarchy; and it makes us ask some questions.

What is human? Where shall we draw the line? Shall we include Bassou and begin worrying about whether his human dignity has been abused? And if we include Bassou -- and he is a hybrid -- what of his parents? Shall we include one but not the other? If we include both, are we to turn loose all the chimpanzees and gorillas now in our Zoos? And register them to vote?

Perhaps we need to re-examine the whole myth of racial equality and begin to face reality.

**SCIENCE AND RACE**

**Summary**

Science teaches that the human species are composed of four main racial groups:

(a) the Caucasoid or white race;
(b) the Mongoloid or yellow race;
(c) the Congoid or black race with tufted crinkly hair and
(d) the Australoid or black race with black lank hair.

All these racial groups differ from each other far more than many animal groups which are scientifically accepted as being different species. Intermarriage between these racial groups breeds hybrids or mongrels which, if the Caucasoid race is involved, will cause the white race to deteriorate morally, mentally, physically and socially. Hybrid civilizations develop into a torpid stagnant society such as is found in the Caribbean, notably Haiti. Of all the racial groups the Caucasoid is the
most intelligent. The famous British Anthropologist, Sir Arthur Keith., has written that the indigenous inhabitants of the British Islands are all the same race of people. Khazar “Jewish" fakers such as Franz Boas and Professor Steven Rose have for decades been indoctrinating British teachers and clerics with propagandist rubbish.

Professor R. Ruggles Gates. M. A., Ph.D.,D. Sc., Ll.D.,F. R. S., D. Pol. Sc., together with Professor Wesley C. George. M. A., Ph. D., and Professor Henry Garrett., Ph.D., D. Sc., wrote in conjunction, "We do not believe that there is anything to be drawn from the sciences in which we work which supports the view that all races are equal or alike, or likely to be equal or alike in anything approaching the foreseeable future. We believe, on the contrary, that there are vast areas of difference within mankind, not only in the physical appearance but in such matters as adaptability to varying environments and in deep psychological and emotional qualities as well as mental abilities and capacity for development. We are of the opinion that in ignoring these differences and depths of difference modern man and his political representatives are likely to find themselves in serious difficulties sooner or later.

Professor Wester C. George wrote:- "There is no human race but a human species composed of four main racial groups, the Caucasoid, the Mongoloid, the Congoid and the Australoid all of which differ from each other far more than many animal groups which are scientifically accepted as being different species. These differences are fundamental, being those of physique, psychology and intellect …. There is much evidence to show that the Caucasoid people, the White Race, have creative talents and abilities that have not yet been demonstrated to any extent by the Negro race."

Sir Roland Fisher, Professor of Genetics, Cambridge University wrote:- "It appears to me unmistakable that genetic differences which influence the growth or psychological development of an organism will ordinarily (pari passu) influence the congenital inclinations and capacities of the mind. In fact, I should say that to vary conclusion (2) On page 5. ‘available scientific knowledge provides a firm basis for believing that the groups of mankind differ in their innate capacity for intellectual
development, seeing such groups do differ undoubtedly in a very large number of genes."

Professor Ruggles Gates wrote in “Human Ancestry from a Genetic Point of View” Harvard University:- "The primary so-called races of living man have risen independently from different ancestral groups and species in different continents at different times."

Professor L. S. B. Leakey, a man who had been brought up among Africans and an elder of the Kikuyu Tribe, wrote:- "I naturally accept that there are major differences both mental and physical which separate the different races of mankind. Indeed I would suggest that, however great may be the physical differences between such races as the European and the Negro, the mental and psychological differences are greater still."

Professor Haldane, who left the Communist Party because he said that they were interfering with the Science of Genetics, wrote:- "Greater attention needs to be paid to human diversity. There is no evidence that either individuals or races are equal in human endowments. These inequalities are genetic (In the genes pool of the race), any satisfactory political and economical system must be based on the recognition of human diversity."

Professor H. J. Eysenck, Professor of Psychology, London University, wrote in "Race Intelligence-and Education.” "All the evidence to date suggests the strong and indeed overwhelming importance of genetic factors in producing the great variety of intellectual differences which we observe in our culture, and much of the differences observed between racial groups." In an article in "New Society" he summarises his arguments and points out that for the past sixty years psychologists who tested American Negroes have found them to average 85 points in I.Q. compared with 100 points of the white population ( Daily Telegraph 17 / 6 / 72).

When blood tests are carried out it is found that the more intelligent Negroes are those with a lighter skin and a higher proportion of Caucasoid blood."
STATISTICS FROM AMERICAN DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE.

MENTAL GROUPS WHITE NEGROES

1. Superior. 7.6% 00.3%
25 times as many whites as Negroes.

2. High 32.1% 3.3%
10 times as many whites as Negroes.

3. Average 34.6% 18.2%
Twice as many whites as Negroes.

4. Low 16.0% 38.2%
Twice as many Negroes as whites.

5. Borderline 9.1% 27.1%
Four times as Negroes as whites.

Professor Richard Lynn (Daily Telegraph 20/5/72) affirmed that the average Negro brain does not work as efficiently as the Caucasoid and that there is a danger of the deterioration of the British people in racial mixing. He added:- "It is more likely that the Negro lives in a poor environment because he has a lower I. Q."

Professor C. D. Darlington wrote in “Genetics and Man”:- “Races of technically un-enterprising types, which could not be capable of surviving unassisted are now multiplying out of all proportion to those races on whose enterprises they owe their ability to multiply."

Mr. Juries Huxley wrote:- “One of the social implications of genetics is all too obvious. The human species are faced in the biologically immediate future with the possibility of genetic degeneration. The inevitable result, unless steps are taken to prevent it, will be a gradual lowering of the average level of basic human qualities."
Dr. Francis Crick, a Nobel prize winner and co-discoverer of D.N.A. on the subject of the equality of the races had this to say:- “We need to get rid of liberal preconceptions. Men are not born equal, this is something which has not yet got through to the politicians -- and it is by no means clear that all races are equally gifted."

Professor J. D. J. Hoffmeyer, Professor of Genetics, wrote:- “The belief that the exposure of different races to a similar environment obliterates racial differences resulting in equality, is a fallacy propagated by the Communists in support of their ideology. We know how this doctrine is exploited by the greater powers for their own selfish purposes, in order to obtain concessions from backward countries who are again the willing victims for the temporary gains which they make …. Integration, because it encourages miscegenation, must result in racial disintegration, which is in opposition to the Law of Nature, namely the formation and maintenance of race."

Arthur Toynbee, the greatest historian of our time, stated:- “The White Races were responsible for the creation of eighteen of the world's greatest civilizations, the Asians for five and the Negro as of today has not contributed to the development of a single civilization."

Political Zionists and International Communists in our midst, the willing tools of International Finance, for the purpose of destroying our race and gaining political control are trying to deceive us into believing that we are already a mixed breed. This is a lie. A famous British anthropologist, Sir Arthur Keith has written:- “As regards the shape of the skulls and bones I do not think that a practiced craniologist could distinguish the skull and bones found in an ancient Saxon cemetery in Surrey from the remains in a Celtic grave in Connemara, so much are the Celtic and Saxon types alike. Were we to dress one group of fishermen from the coast of Norfolk and another from the shores of Connaught in the same garb, I do not think there is an anthropologist in Europe who, by inspection, could tell the Irish from the English group. From the physical point of view, the Celt and the Saxon are one as regards physical type the inhabitants of the
British Isles are the most uniform of all the large nationalities of Europe. "From “Nationality and Race From an Anthropologists Point of View".

History has shown that whenever the races interbreed there is a general mental and physical deterioration; such societies are torpid and stagnant. The great civilizations of Egypt, Greece and Rome were destroyed by interbreeding. Where the white race retains its racial integrity it retains its high standards of civilization as in Chili and Rhodesia. In modern Cuba., Haiti and Sierra Leone and some South American republics where there has been much interbreeding there is general mental and physical deterioration. In these countries the amount of white genes determines the place in society and political control. These interbreeds establish class systems and caste systems to protect the white genes that they have as in India and Jamaica and Haiti. The pure white French in Haiti were killed off and the hybrids took their place and still control the Negroes and those with less white genes: thus there remains a division in society but more amenable to those of a higher intelligence who have retained their racial integrity.

THE BIBLE AND RACE

SUMMARY

The Bible teaches that the Adamites, the White Race, were created as God's deputies to have control over the rest of creation. They were forbidden to interbreed with the pre-Adamites. They did mate with the pre-Adamites causing corruption of the flesh both of their own and of the pre-Adamites. For this reason God brought upon them the Great Flood which destroyed them all except Noah and his family who were of pure Adamic stock. After the flood Noah and his family were told to “be fruitful and multiply and replenish the earth" with Adamites. However inter-breeding began again and so Abram, a pure blooded Adamite was chosen upon whom God would build His Servant Nation. Ishmael, Abram’s son by an Egyptian women was rejected and Isaac, a pure blooded Adamite was chosen; Esau who had married Canaanite women was rejected and Jacob who had married pure bloods was chosen. From Jacob-Israel (ruling under God) were descended the Israelites who were
forbidden to intermarry with any other people and upon them, redeemed by Israel's Redeemer, was to be built the Kingdom of God.

**IS RACE MIXING A SIN?**

St. Paul wrote (1 Cor. 15:39):- "All flesh is not the same flesh; but there is one flesh of men, another of beasts, another of fishes and another of birds."

There are three orders of Creation:-

1. Matter (Genesis 1:6 - 9)
2. Mind (Genesis 1:20 - 25) and
3. Soul (Genesis 2:7 & 1 Cor. 15:45

**GOD MADE THE FOUR FOOTED ANIMALS AND THE LIVING CREATURES (CHAY).**

Genesis 1:24-25: - “And God said, let the earth bring forth THE LIVING CREATURE after HIS KIND, the cattle and creeping things and the beasts of the earth after their kind; and God made the beast of the earth after HIS KIND and the cattle after their kind and every thing that creepeth upon the face of the earth after his kind."

The word translated Cattle" is BEHEMAH, Strong's Exhaustive Concordance., number 929 a dumb beast; especially any large quadruped or animal (often collective), beast, cattle.

The word translated “Beast of the Earth" is CHAY, 2416 and CHAYAH, 2421 and 2423, a wild animal, beast, a living creature.

In Daniel 4:25 we read: - "That they shall drive thee (Nebuchadnezzar) from men and thy dwelling shall be with the CHAY and they shall make thee to eat grass as oxen."

The BEHEMAH and the CHAY were made after their kind and the names are in places inter-changeable. Murrain was inflicted on the four
footed animals (Exodus 9:9) but boils becoming blains on man and beast (Exodus 9:3-4). Beasts were inhabitants of cities (Jeremiah 31:6), they had hands (Exodus 19:13), they had feet (Ezekiel 29:11). They could wear sack cloth and ashes and had the powers of speech (Jonah 3:7-8), they were servants (Jeremiah 28:14), they honoured God (Isaiah 43:20).

The Rev. Prebendary E. K. Victor Pearce, B. Sc., Dip. Anth.(Oxon), has shown in his book “Who Was Adam” that there were pre-Adamites, the Old Stone Age Man, the hunters and gatherers, many of whom are still in the world to this day.

THE CREATION OF ADAM – GOD’S DEPUTY.

Genesis 1:26:- “God created man in his own image, in the image of God created He him, male and female created He them”. Man was created male and female; other living creatures were made after their kind.

The word translated “Man" is AWDAM, 119, to show blood (in the face), i.e. flush or turn rosy, and AWDAWM, 120, from 119, ruddy i.e. a human being (or an individual of the species mankind):- therefore a white man: see also Genesis 25:25, Psalm 45, Jeremiah 8:12, Acts 7:20 1 Sam. 16:12, 1 Sam. 17:42

The word translated “Image" is TSELEM., 6745, from an unusual root meaning to shade, a phantom, illusion: hence a representative figure.

God breathed on Adam, and Adam became a LIVING SOUL (Genesis 2:7 & 1 Cor. 15:45).

ADAM WAS TO BREED FROM HIS OWN KIND.

Genesis 2:20:- All the animals and living beings were brought to Adam to see what he would name them --- "But for Adam there was not found a help meet for him.” So God made the woman Eve from the body of Adam as a help meet for him. Man was endowed with a soul, the parents Adam, and Eve transmitted this soul to their offspring, therefore the sexual act for the Adamites is a sacrament - a relationship with God in
which the soul is transmitted to the children (see Luke 3:38). “Therefore shall a man (Adamite) leave his father and his mother and shall cleave to his wife and they shall be one flesh (AND ONE KIND OF FLESH, 1 Cor. 15:19), to which Our Lord Jesus Christ added (Matthew 19:6), Wherefore they are no more twain, but one flesh. What therefore God hath joined together, let not man put asunder."

THE PURPOSE OF ADAM'S CREATION.

Genesis 1:26:28:- Adam was to have dominion over the fish of the sea and over the fowls of the air and over cattle (four footed creatures) and over all the earth and everything that moveth on the earth. He was to be fruitful and to multiply and to replenish the earth and subdue it. Dominion means control: Adam was put in control of God's creation as God's deputy. Psalm 8:6:- Thou madest him to have dominion over the works of thy hands; thou hast put all things under his feet: all sheep and oxen, yea and the Beasts of the Field (Genesis 3:15).

THE TEMPTATION OF ADAM AND EVE.

Adam, was placed in a garden in an idyllic situation in which the two main trees were THE TREE OF LIFE (lives) and THE TREE OF THE KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD AND EVIL. Firstly in Bible symbolism the tree stands for a people, i.e. the olive tree stands for Israel (Romans 11:16 - 17), and the fig tree stands for the Jews (Matthew 21:19 and 45); secondly, these trees were bearing fruit; to eat means to assimilate into ones system. The fruit stands for the spiritual food; Adam could eat of all the trees except one. Adam was meant to gain his counsel and spiritual sustenance from the Lord God his creator and not from any other source nor from his own imaginings, the knowledge of good and evil. Thirdly Adam was meant to breed from his own kind and not from any other: there was another creature in the garden with which man could associate himself and produce fertile offspring; this he was forbidden to do for his soul would surely die.
Genesis 2:1: “Now the serpent was more subtle than any beast of the field.” The word translated “Serpent” is NACRASH, 5172 meaning enchanter, magician. He was a living creature (CHAY).

Now this creature could reason, dispute, speak and walk upright but was not of Adamite stock. Now the enchanter was more persuasive than any other of the living creatures; he persuaded the woman to eat of the forbidden fruit, When they accepted the counsel of the creatures over which they were commanded to have dominion instead of continually gaining their counsel from the Lord God their Creator, sin was brought into the world; they allowed other creatures to have an influence over them instead of holding dominion over them. The eating of the forbidden fruit; mixing with other creatures on a social basis of equality followed the taking of this counsel which led to carnal association in their offspring, Cain. Their spiritual food now came from their own knowledge of good and evil.

**THE SIN OF CAIN**

Cain, the son of Adam and Eve, formed a relationship with a CHAY, a pre-Adamite woman (Genesis 4:7): “If thou doest not well sin lieth at the door, and unto thee shall be his desire and thou shalt rule over him.” The word CHAY is a masculine word (See Genesis 1:25, the CHAY were made after HIS KIND). In Genesis 2:16, we read: “Thy desire shall be to thy husband and he would rule over thee.” Therefore the desire of Cain's consort would be to Cain and he would rule over her. The Apostle Jude refers to this in verses 7 and 11: “Woe unto them for they have gone in the way of Cain giving themselves over to fornication and GOING AFTER STRANGE FLESH.” (Refer to 1 Corinthians 15:39).

Magician. He wears the skin of an animal and a mask surmounted by deer antlers. He seems to be dancing perhaps in connection with a magic ritual. This and the bison are from the cave of 'Les Trois Freres', France.

Because of this sin Cain was despised as an Adamite and his offering was not accepted. He killed his brother Abel in his anger and was driven from Adamite society. He was afraid of being killed by Old Stone age Men.
(Genesis 4:14) but he married his paramour and settled down among the CHAY and with their help built a city. Cain gave his children Adamite names.

**THE ADAMITES FAIL AS GOD'S DEPUTIES AND GOD DESTROYS THEM**

Genesis 6:2-4: “The Sons of God (See Luke 3:38 and 2 Cor. 6:17-18), saw the daughters of men that they were fair and took to themselves all they chose …. there were giants in the world in those days ..... the sons of God came in unto the daughters of men and they bare children to them the same became mighty men ….”

The word translated Giant is NEPHIL, 5303, a tyrant or a bully. The word translated “Mighty” is GIBBOWR -- 1368, implying a warrior or a tyrant. The Adamites saw the hybrid daughters of Cain that they were fair and copulated with them and their children were tyrants and bullies.

Genesis 6:11-12: “The earth” -- was corrupt before God and the earth was filled with violence. And God looked upon the earth and behold it was corrupt: for all flesh had corrupted his ways on the earth.” The flesh of the Adamites had become mingled with the flesh of the Chay; the mixture of ADAMITE and CHAY flesh in the offspring was corrupt flesh (see 1. Cor. 15:39)

This is referred to by the Lord Jesus Christ in Matthew 24:37-39: “But as the days of Noe were . so also shall the coming of the Son of Man be. For as in the days of Noe that were before the flood they were eating and drinking, marrying and giving in marriage, until the day that Noe entered into the Ark, and knew not until the flood came and took them all away so shall the coming of the Son of Man be.”

Jude also refers to this in verses 6 and 8: "And the angels which kept not their first estate but left their own habitations, he hath reserved In everlasting chains" and verse 8: “Likewise these filthy dreamers defile the flesh despise dominion and speak evil of dignities."
The word translated “Angels" in Hebrew is MALAK, 4369, from an unusual root meaning to despatch as a deputy and MELEKAH, 4399 from 4397, deputyship, i.e. ministry, employment -- never servile work.

The word translated “Habitations" in Greek is OIKETERION, 3613, a habitation, a house but from the Greek word OIKIA, 3614, a home, household, implying a family.

The text with these inferences would read:- And the deputies of God (Adamites) which did not keep to the position given them by God (Genesis 1:26 - 28) but left their own family life and domestic order he hath reserved in everlasting chains under darkness unto the judgment of the great day. These filthy dreamers defile the flesh (of ADAM and the CHAY by integration) and despise their position as God's deputies and speak evil of the positions they were supposed to hold. Genesis 6:13:- “And God said, the end of all flesh is come before me; for the earth is filled with violence through them: and, behold I will destroy them with the earth.”

THE SALVATION OF NOAH

Genesis 6:8-9:- “But Noah found grace in the eyes of the Lord .... Noah was a just man and PERFECT IN HIS GENERATIONS (of pure Adamite stock) and Noah walked with God.” Noah was a preacher of righteousness (2 Peter 2:4-6)

Noah together with his wife, his sons and their wives and assuming that the flood was universal pure, blooded representatives of the CHAY, were saved from the flood in the Ark. All the rest were drowned.

Under Noah the Adamites were given a second chance to carry out God's purpose (Genesis 9: 1,2,7). They were told to be fruitful and to multiply and to replenish the earth – “And the fear of you and the dread of you shall be on every beast of the earth (CHAY).”

Genesis 8:4-6:- “And surely the blood of your lives will I require, at the hand of every beast (CHAY) will I require it, and at the hand of Adam;
at the hand of every Adam's brother will I require the life of Adam. Whosoever sheds Adam's blood by Adam shall his blood be shed: for in the image of God made He Adam."

The silly story that Noah's cursing of Ham turned Ham or Canaan into a black man can be rejected. The more probable answer is that Ham copulated with a female of the Chay Race saved in the Ark and Canaan, his son by this union was a mongrel. (Genesis 9:20-29), and Canaan was born. For this reason Noah cursed Canaan and the progeny of Canaan were relegated to the position of servants to the other two brothers. Ham is not reckoned with Shem and Japheth (Genesis 9:27 and 10:21). Canaan was the progenitor of the Canaanites.

THE CALL OF ABRAM.

The Shemite line retained the purity of their blood and Abram was called to take his people away from the corrupting influence of Haran. Abram, a direct descendent of Shem through Eber and of pure Adamite stock married his half sister Sarai. He took extreme care that his son Isaac married into the Adamite family (Genesis 24:3-4) Ishmael, his son by Hagar, a Mizraimite women, was rejected also rejected was Isaac's son Esau for marrying Canaanite wives and Horite women (Genesis 26:34-35 and 36:2-3). This is referred to by St. Paul in Hebrews 12:16:- “Lest there be any fornicator or profane person as Esau who for one morsel of meat sold his birthright, for ye know that afterwards, when he would have inherited the blessing he was rejected, for he found no place, for repentance though he sought it carefully with tears." Isaac's other son, Jacob married into the Adamite family and was accepted (Genesis 28:1-5). The descendents of Jacob were the Israelites.

THE ISRAELITES

The Adamites had failed to carry out the duties for which they were created. Through Abraham, Isaac and Jacob God was going to establish a people who would be disciplined and trained to carry out his will: Deuteronomy 7:6:- “For thou art an holy (separated) people unto the Lord thy God: The Lord thy God hath chosen thee to be a special people unto Himself above all the people that are upon the face of the earth." --
Jeremiah 31:36:- “If those ordinances (the sun, the moon and the stars) depart from before me saith the Lord, then shall the seed of Israel also cease from being a NATION before me forever.” Therefore the Israelites must still be in the world today as a white nation. 1 Kings 8:51:- “For they be thy people and thine inheritance which thou broughtest forth out of Egypt, from the midst of the furnace of iron, that thine eyes may be open to see the supplication of thy servant and unto the supplication of thy people Israel ... for thou didst separate them from among all the people of the earth to be thine inheritances." Isaiah 19:25:- "Whom the Lord of Hosts shall bless saying, blessed be Israel mine inheritance. (See also the Book of Common Prayer which alien infidels are seeking to destroy: Matins and Evensong:- “O Lord save thy people: and bless thine Inheritance”).

The Israelites were warned not to inter-marry with other peoples (Deuteronomy 7:3 Joshua 23:12, Exodus 34:16, 1 Kings 11:2, Ezra 9:2) and when this did happen Ezra the priest stood up and said unto them, “Ye have transgressed and have taken strange wives to increase the trespass of Israel. Now therefore make confession unto the Lord God of your fathers, and do his pleasure; and separate yourselves from the people of the land and from strange wives." (Ezra 10:10-11. Nehemiah 13:25). Jeremiah makes the prophecy (Jeremiah 31:27) concerning the mixing of people:- “Behold the days come saith the Lord that I will sow the house of Israel and the House of Judah with the seed of man and with the seed of beast." (Refer to 1 Cor. 15:39) and in verse 30 he states:- “But everyone shall die for his own iniquity."
Moses, as recorded in Leviticus, had established rules and laws to protect the health of the Israel people. Archaeologists have found that the people who inhabited Jericho in the time of Joshua were riddled with Syphilis and Joshua wiped them out.

After forbidding every kind of illicit sexual intercourse that it was possible for man to indulge in within the Adamite family, God closes the law on the subject as follows:- “Neither shalt thou lie with any beast to defile thyself therewith neither shall any woman stand before a beast to lie down therewith: this is confusion (of the flesh), (Leviticus 18:22-23)” – “for all flesh is not the same flesh.” In Leviticus 20:15-16, it is written:- "And if a man lie with a beast, he shall surely be put to death; and ye shall slay the beast. And if woman approach unto any beast and lie down therewith, thou shalt kill the woman and the beast they shall surely be put to death; and their blood shall be upon them."

Leviticus, continuing states:- "Defile (corrupt) not yourselves in any of these things: for in all these things the nations are defiled which I cast out before you; and the land is defiled; therefore do I visit the iniquity thereof upon it; and the land vomiteth out its inhabitants. Ye shall therefore keep my statutes and my judgments and not commit any of these abominations that the land spew you not out also when ye defile it, as it spewed out the nations that were before you.”

The Israelites were commanded to drive out the nations from the land for they were degenerates Deuteronomy 7:1-3). We read Wisdom of Solomon 12:3-7:- “The ancient inhabitants of your holy land you hated for their loathsome practices, their deeds of sorcery and unholy rites, hated as ruthless murderers of children as eaters of entrails at feasts of human flesh, initiated while the bloody orgy goes on, as murderous parents of defenseless beings. You determined to destroy them at our fathers' hands, so that this land, dearer to you than any other, might receive a colony of God's children worthy of it.”

The Canaanites, as did the Egyptians, owned vast numbers of slaves and the Israelites were told Deuteronomy 7:22):- “And the Lord thy God will put out those nations little by little: Thou mayest not consume them at
once, lest the beasts of the field (CHAY) increase upon thee. “There was no worry about the increase of the cattle (BEHEMAH).

In the end the Israelites also had slaves (Exodus 23:10-11) “But in the seventh year thou shalt let it (the land) rest and lie still that the poor of thy people may eat and what they leave the beasts of the field (CHAY) shall eat." The Israelites would not allow cattle into their gardens of grape vines, olives and figs.

Jeremiah 16:17-18:- "And first I will recompense their iniquity and their sin double; because they have defiled my land they have filled my inheritance (Israel) with the carcases of their detestable and abominable things.”

Deuteronomy 23:2:- “A bastard shall not enter into the congregation of the Lord; even to his tenth generation shall he not enter into the congregation of the Lord.”

The word translated “Bastard" is MAMZER, 4464; from an unused root meaning, to alienate; a MONGREL, i.e. born of a Israelitish father and a heathen mother:- bastard.

Ezra 9:2:- "For they have taken of their daughters for themselves, and for their sons: so that THE HOLY SEED have mingled with the people of those lands: Yea the hand of the princes and rulers hath been chief in their trespass."

2. Cor. 6:17-18:- “Wherefore come out from among them, and be ye separate, saith the Lord, and touch not the unclean thing: and I will receive you and will be a father to you, and ye shall be my sons and daughters, saith the Lord Almighty."

**THE ERROR OF BALAAM**

Jude writes (Jude 11), “Woe unto them: For they ..... ran greedily after the error of Balaam for reward." St. Peter in his second epistle, Chapter 2, introduces the subject with these words:- "But there were false
prophets also among the people, even as there shall be among you, who
privily shall bring in damnable heresies, even denying the Lord that
bought them, and bring upon themselves swift destruction.” There are
many false prophets among the clergy, in the present churches, one of
whom edited the book “The Myth of God Incarnate”. In Revelations
2:14 we read:- “But I have a few things against thee, because thou hast
them there that hold the doctrine of Balaam, who taught Balac to cast a
stumbling block before the Children of Israel, to eat things sacrificed to
idols and to commit fornication.”

Balaam had been engaged by Balak, King of the Moabites, to curse the
Children of Israel. Israel was a strong homogeneous people dwelling in
their tents by tribes each under its own tribal banner and Balaam could
only bless them. But Balaam, the son of Peor advised the Moabites that
Israel could be destroyed by race mixing.

Balak then got to work to cause this (Numbers 25:1). God brought a
plague upon the Israelites. Phinehas, the grandson of Aaron, the priest,
stopped the plague by spearing the Israelite prince Zimri in the act of
fornication with the Midianite woman Cozbi. Both were killed. For this,
Phinehas was praised by God for his zeal (Numbers 25:10-13) and
Balaam was slain by the Israelites for his action against Israel (Numbers
31:8).

THE REDEMPTION OF ISRAEL

Luke 1:68:- “Blessed be the Lord God of Israel for He hath visited and
redeemed His people and hath raised up a mighty salvation for us in the
House of His Servant David."

Luke 24:21:- "But we trusted that it had been He which should have
redeemed Israel.”

Titus 2:13-14:- “Looking for that blessed hope, and that glorious
appearing of the Great God and Our Saviour Jesus Christ who gave
himself for us, that he might redeem us from all iniquity and purify unto
himself a peculiar people, zealous of good works."
The Hebrew word translated “to redeem" is GA’AL, 13503 to redeem, a primitive root (according to oriental law of kinship, i.e. to be next of kin and as such buy back a relatives' property, marry his widow etc.) perform the part of a near kinsman, purchase ransom, redeemer, revenger.

Jesus said (Matthew 15:24):- “I am only sent to the Lost Sheep of the House of Israel." He sent out His first missionaries with these words:- “Go ye not into the way of the Gentiles and into the cities of the Samaritans enter ye not, but go ye rather to The Lost Sheep of the House of Israel and as ye, go preach saying, the Kingdom of Heaven is at hand (Matthew 10:5-6).” See Isaiah 43:15.

**ST. PETER'S SHEET (ACTS 10:11 and 11:5)**

Peter had a dream of sheet let down from heaven by the four corners containing all manner of four footed beasts of the earth and wild beasts and creeping things, Peter was told to kill and eat. Peter refused because the animals were unclean. Addressing Peter said Ye know that it is an unlawful thing for a man that is a Jew to keep company or come unto one of another nation. But God hath shown me that I should not call any man common or unclean." “I perceive that God is no respecter of persons: but in every nation he that feareth Him and worketh righteousness is accepted with Him. The word which God sent unto the Children of Israel preaching peace by Jesus Christ: (He Is Lord of all) that word I say, ye know …. to him give all the prophets witness, that through His Name whosoever believeth in Him shall receive remission of sins."

**ST. PAUL’S OLIVE TREE (ROMANS 11)**

“I say then, hath God cast away his people? God forbid. For I also am an Israelite of the seed of Abraham, of the Tribe of Benjamin. God hath not cast away his people which He foreknew." Israel is likened to an Olive Tree; gentiles may be, as branches of a wild olive, grafted into the Olive Tree of Israel by faith and belief in the Lord Jesus Christ. The reception of the Gentiles into Israel is to provoke Israel to jealousy so that they will come to believe.” Blindness in part is happened to Israel until the fullness
of the gentiles be come in and so shall all Israel be saved: as it is written, there shall come out, of Zion the Deliverer and shall turn away ungodliness from Jacob (Israel).

THE NATION OF ISRAEL IS STILL GOD'S HOLY PEOPLE REDEEMED BY THE LORD JESUS CHRIST, A KINSMAN.

THE TRUE CHURCH CONSISTS OF THIS ISRAEL NATION AS THE NUCLEUS TOGETHER WITH ALL THOSE WHO BELIEVE THAT THE LORD JESUS CHRIST IS THE SON OF GOD AND THE KING OF ISRAEL.

Strong's Exhaustive Concordance has been referred to throughout.

EVIDENCE ON PHYSICAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN RACES

DIFFERENCES IN BLOOD

C. R. Dickey, commenting on Acts 17:26 – “And hath made of one blood all nations of men for to dwell on all the face of the earth, and hath determined the times before appointed, and the bounds of their habitation ....” – says, "Without quoting the latter part of this verse, some people make ado over the first clause and use it to glibly overthrow all previous Bible teaching concerning racial separation. The key word used to prove the oneness of mankind is BLOOD, yet actually it proves nothing because the word BLOOD does not appear in the ancient manuscripts. It was added by translators. Ferrar Fenton gives this most logical reading of the passage:- Himself giving every one life and breath and all things; because He made one ( that is, Christ) every race of men to dwell upon the face of the earth.” To this agreed, Revised Version. The Emphatic Diaglott, and others. Dr. Schofield also makes note of the fact that the word BLOOD is not in the best manuscripts.

Writing in the Saturday Evening Post, April 15th, 1961, James Banner Professor of Biology at the California Institute of Technology stated, “A tremendous fact developed is that the human races are not the same, but particular kinds of living things. The blood of the white Caucasian differs
in molecular construction and heredity factors from that of the Negro. The physical evidence of this difference has been commonly known as SICKLE CELL ANAEMIA, a child killer and causing invalidism in adults. This anaemia is not a disease. It occurs in the blood of the Negro as a mutation from the normal and is an inherited characteristic. It can be and is transmitted to the white race by transfusion of Negro Blood. Professor Banner remarks that a striking example of this is an enzyme found in victims of the heredity condition called Sickle Cell Anaemia, characterized by abnormal haemoglobin of the red blood cells. “Developments are gradually leaking out that the epidemic of hepatitis occurring in hospitals the last few years are closely related to blood transfusions from different races and peoples. This is now being recognized by the American blood banks.” He goes on to state:- “The social engineers and misguided do-gooders, devoting their energies to race mixing as a basis of social adjustment are now proven wrong from every scientific point of view. Race mixing is bound to result in race suicide. The Red Cross and other blood banks who have mixed blood of the races for transfusion, under pressure from minority groups, are guilty of a crime against humanity. The crime is not directed to the white Caucasian race alone, but there is much evidence that white blood given to a Negro has in many cases a much more serious result. “Professor Bonner concludes, “This must not be continued in the face of scientific evidence that mixed blood transfusions may have fatal consequences.”

HAIR

Dr. Ernst H. Haeckel in History of Creation, Vol. 2, Page 414, wrote:- “The long fine, silky hair of the White race finds its strongest contrast in the short, coarse, woolly hair of the Negro. Each individual hair of the White is cylindrical, hence its section is circular. In striking contrast to that of the White, each individual hair of the Negro is flattened like a tape, hence its section is oval." The long fine hair of the White is set obliquely in the scalp the short crinkly hair of the Negro is tufted in patches and set vertically in the scalp.
SKULL

Professor C. J. Connolly, Professor of Physical Anthropology of the Catholic University of America, writes:— “The Negro skull is on the average relatively longer, narrower and flatter than the skull of the whites.” Dr. Haekel continues:— “the relatively short, broad skull of the white finds its strongest contrast in the long narrow skull of the Negro. Dr. Winchell writes:— “A certain width of skull appears to be connected with energy force and executive ability.” Hence the narrowness of the Negro's skull denotes the absence of these qualities.

The skull of the Negro is very thick and solid and flattened on the top; hence the preference of the Negro race to carry burdens on their heads. A Negro is capable of carrying an eighty pound sack of cement on his head all day.

The diagram on the right shows the facial angles of a Negro and a Caucasian. It can be seen that the facial bone structure is different. This bone structure drastically affects the shape of the front part of the brain. Top scientists have shown that part of the brain is “The portion of brain most essential to biological intelligence.” The diagram shows that the Caucasian brain is larger at the front.

Other leading scientists have shown that the Negro brain weighs 8 to 12 per cent less than the Caucasian brain. Brain weight is another important measure of intelligence. The brain weight of the Caucasian averages 1340 grams; that of the Negro 1178. grams; of the Hottentot 974 grams; of the Australoid 907 grams. The average mean capacity of the Caucasoid brain is 1500 cubic centimetres; that of the Negro is 1360 cubic centimetres. The cephalic index of the Caucasoid is from 75 - 83 degrees while the cephalic index of the Negro is from 71 - 76 degrees. Dr. Ernst Haekel states, "The colour of the Negro brain is darker than that of the white and
its density and texture are coarser. The convolutions are fewer and more simple."

**TEETH.**
The short, narrow jaw of the White finds its contrast in the long broad jaw of the Negro. The jaws of the Negro extend forward at the expense of the symmetry of the face, and backward at the expense of the brain cavity. Quatrefages says:—“It is well known that in the Negro, the entire face, and especially the lower portion projects forward. In the living subject it is exaggerated by the thickness of the lips." The front teeth of the White, set perpendicularly in the jaw, find their strongest contrast in the front teeth of the Negro, which are set slanting in the jaw. Haeckel describes as Prognathi those “whose jaws, … strongly project, and whose front teeth therefore slope in front; and men with straight teeth as Orthognathi, whose Jaws project but little and whose front teeth stand perpendicularly.” The teeth in the jaw of the White race stand close together while those of the Negro stand wider apart.

Additional evidence on physical racial differences published in Nature, vol. 228 by W.G. Kinzey, Department of Anthropology, University of California, shows that the lower jaws of Whites and Negroes differ enormously.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>White (77)</th>
<th>Negro (116)</th>
<th>Chimpanzee (145)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

*The Basic Rectangle of the Mandible (B.R.M.)*
The Basic Rectangle of the Mandible is the figure enclosing the shape of the lower jaw (as shown in diagrams). The figure in parenthesis is the B.R.M. Index and is obtained by multiplying the length of the rectangle enclosing the shape of the jaw by 100 and dividing by its breadth.

Scientists can now tell from samples of blood and sperm whether a person is a Negro, a Caucasoid or a Mongoloid as well as whether the person is male or female.

Dr. J. Hendree of Aniston, Alabama, writing to Dr. Winchell, made this comment:- “Let me mention one fact especially, drawn from my own forty years experience. The coarseness of their (The Negroes) organization makes them require about double the dose of ordinary medicine used for Whites." Dr. M. L. Barrow of Drayton, Georgia, confirms this theory by saying, "I have practiced among Negroes over forty years. Your information in respect to dosage of medicine for the coloured people corresponds with my experience, except as regards opiates, and perhaps they will bear large quantities of this, as I have known some to take very large doses with with impunity."
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A CRY FROM THE HEART

The Rev. George Nicholson received a letter from a West Indian lady of mixed blood which contained the following plea: “You see I am one of those people described as 'nearly white' and I know the unhappiness of our kind. I therefore think it a sin to bring people into the world who are burdened with complexes (the consequence of race mixing) which, in turn, give rise to positive anguish to their extremely sensitive minds. I believe it to be the work of the Devil and have been praying for a long time that God would reveal this fact to the world. I shall continue to pray for you and all those who believe in keeping the races as God made them, and I hope that you will pray for us who have been so sinned against. We try to forget it but it remains like a hidden cancer in our minds. …. There is a lot that needs to be disclosed concerning the mind of the 'imperfect race' of half breeds. One thing they do not know -- is that it is not true that blacks and whites are equal."

Report - Bassou Hybrid Man/Ape

Bassou lives in the Valley of Dades, near the town of Skoura, in Morocco. He sleeps in the trees there and subsists on dates, berries, and insects. He wears no clothes (although he was persuaded to don a burlap sack for the photograph which appears here), uses no tools, and speaks only in grunts. The local Berbers have been aware of Bassou's presence for at least the past 25 years, but they shun him in superstitious fear and have been unable to give any clue as to his origin. Western scientists have also been aware of Bassou for a number of years, but, for the most part, they too shun him in superstitious fear. For Bassou's existence raises some very troubling questions for the true believers in the TV religion of universal human equality. It has been hard enough for them to try to fit
Blacks and Whites together into that scheme, without having to worry about Bassou.

What is Bassou? No one really knows. He displays both ape-like and manlike characteristics. Those who have studied him, however, have been reluctant to accept the suggestion that he is the product of a mating between a human being -- Negro or Berber -- and an anthropoid ape, all three of which Morocco has an abundance. Yet, Bassou is clearly something special, and not just a deformed human being. With arms so long his fingers hang below his knees when he stands upright; with massive, bony ridges above his eyes and a sharply receding forehead; with jaws, teeth, chin, and cheekbones all showing pronounced ape-like characteristics, he is a true ape-man.

[Caption: BASSOU, so named by the local Berbers, is an embarrassment to those who insist that every animal which qualifies as "human" is "equal" to every other such animal.]

There have been rumours for centuries -- ever since Africa was opened to European exploration -- of apes raiding African villages and mating with Negro women. Thus, the King Kong legend. Scientists have never been able to confirm these rumours, and it has been assumed that, even if such matings did occasionally take place, there would be no offspring.

But there has never been a scientific effort -- largely for religious reasons -- to actually determine whether a union between some human subspecies -- a Negro, say -- and some species of ape, might be fertile. Numerous other examples of inter-specific matings which yield hybrid offspring are known. The mule is a cross between a horse and a donkey, and the liger is a cross between a lion and a tiger, for example.

Bassou is indeed such a hybrid -- and no other plausible explanation for him has yet been brought forward -- then his existence throws a real monkey wrench into the neo-liberal theory of the separateness of man from the rest of Nature. It forces us to face the continuity of Nature's hierarchy. And it makes us ask some questions.

What is human? Where shall we draw the line? Shall we include Bassou and begin worrying about whether his "human dignity" has been abused? And if we include Bassou -- and if he is a hybrid -- what of his parents?
Shall we include one but not the other? If we include both, are we to turn loose all the chimpanzees and gorillas now in our zoos and register them to vote?
Perhaps we need to re-examine the whole myth of racial equality and begin to face reality.
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Its the book of the RACE
African Ape-Man Casts New Doubts on Equality of Races